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PHASE PORTRAITS OF PLANAR SEMI–HOMOGENEOUS
VECTOR FIELDS (III)
LAURENT CAIRO´ AND JAUME LLIBRE
Abstract. We determine all the phase portraits of the semi–homogeneous
polynomial vector fields of the form (ax+ by, Ax4 +Bx3y+Cx2y2 +Dxy3 +
Ey4).
1. Introduction
Let P and Q be real homogeneous polynomials in the variables x and y of
degrees m and n respectively. Then we say that X = (P,Q) : R2 −→ R2 is a semi–
homogeneous polynomial vector field, in particular if m = n, X is a homogeneous
polynomial vector field.
The case m = n has been studied by several authors. The homogeneous qua-
dratic polynomial vector fields (m = n = 2) by Lyagina [16], Markus [17], Korol
[13], Sibirskii and Vulpe [19], Newton [18], Date [11] and Vdovina [20]; the ho-
mogeneous cubic polynomial vector fields (n = m = 3) by Cima and Llibre [8];
the general case m = n by Argemı´ [4], Cima and Llibre [8], Collins [10], Llibre,
Pe´rez del Rı´o and Rodriguez [14, 15]. In these papers is described an algorithm
for studying the phase portraits of homogeneous polynomial vector fields for all
degree m = n, the classification of all phase portraits of homogeneous polynomial
vector fields of degree 2 and 3, the algebraic classifications of homogeneous polyno-
mial vector fields and the characterization of structurally stable homogeneous and
semi–homogeneous polynomial vector fields. In a previous papers [6, 7], we studied
the phase portraits of the semi–homogeneous vector fields with m = 1, n = 2 and
m = 1, n = 3 respectively.
The main goal of this paper is to study the semi–homogeneous vector fields of
degrees m = 1 and n = 4 (i.e. vector fields (ax+ by, Ax4+Bx3y+Cx2y2+Dxy3+
Ey4) with |a| + |b| 6= 0 and |A| + |B| + |C| + |D| + |E| 6= 0) having finitely many
singular points. The classification of the phase portraits of these vector fields is
also interesting as a subclass of the quartic polynomial vector fields. We note that
these polynomial differential systems has no limit cycles, [9] or [15].
Our main result is the following one.
Theorem 1. The phase portrait of any planar semi–homogeneous polynomial vec-
tor field of degrees 1 and 4 having finitely many singular points is topologically
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Figure 1. The X non topologically equivalent phase portraits
of a semi-homogeneous polynomial vector field of the form (ax +
by, Ax4 +Bx3y + Cx2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4).
equivalent to one of the ?? configurations of Figure 1. Moreover each of the config-
urations of Figure 1 is realizable for a planar semi-homogeneous polynomial vector
field of degree 1 and 4.
The topological equivalence in Theorem 1 is defined for the compactified vector
fields, see Subsection 4.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we reduce the initial six param-
eters of a planar semi-homogeneous polynomial vector field X = (ax + by, Ax4 +
Bx3y+Cx2y2+Dxy3+Ey4) to 67 normal forms of at most four parameters. The
basic definitions and results about the different kinds of finite and infinite singular
points are given in Section 3. The local phase portraits of the finite and infinite sin-
gular points of our semi–homogeneous vector fields are described in Sections 4 and 5
respectively. Finally the local and global phase portraits of our semi–homogeneous
vector fields are described in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
2. Normal forms
Our interest here is localized in the semi–homogeneous vector fields X = (P,Q)
of the form P = ax + by linear and Q = Ax4 + Bx3y + Cx2y2 + Dxy3 + Ey4
quartic having finitely many singular points. Such a semi–homogeneous vector
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field has seven independent coefficients. In this section we prove that we can reduce
the study of these systems to 67 normal forms, taking into account the essential
parameters.
We say that two vector fields X and Y on R2 are topologically equivalent if there
exists a homeomorphism of R2 carrying orbits of the flow induced by X into orbits
of the flow induced by Y , preserving or reversing simultaneously the sense of all
orbits.
Proposition 2. Let X be a semi–homogeneous vector field of the form (ax +
by, Ax4+Bx3y+Cx2y2+Dxy3+Ey4) having finitely many singular points, then its
phase portrait is topologically equivalent to one of the phase portraits of the vector
fields of the following list:
X1 = (x+ y, x
4 +Bx3y + Cx2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4)with 1−B + C −D + E 6= 0,
X2 = (x+ y, x
3y + Cx2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4)with − 1 + C −D + E 6= 0,
X3 = (x+ y, x
4 + Cx2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4)with 1 + C −D + E 6= 0,
X4 = (x+ y, x
4 +Bx3y +Dxy3 + Ey4)with 1− B −D + E 6= 0,
X5 = (x+ y, x
4 +Bx3y + Cx2y2 + Ey4)with 1−B + C + E 6= 0,
X6 = (x+ y, x
4 +Bx3y + Cx2y2 +Dxy3)with 1−B + C −D 6= 0,
X7 = (x+ y, x
2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4)with 1−D + E 6= 0,
X8 = (x+ y, x
3y +Dxy3 + Ey4)with − 1−D + E 6= 0,
X9 = (x+ y, x
3y + Cx2y2 + Ey4)with − 1 + C + E 6= 0,
X10 = (x+ y, x
3y + Cx2y2 +Dxy3)with − 1 + C −D 6= 0,
X11 = (x+ y, x
4 +Dxy3 + Ey4)with 1−D + E 6= 0,
X12 = (x+ y, x
4 + Cx2y2 + Ey4)with 1 + C + E 6= 0,
X13 = (x+ y, x
4 + Cx2y2 +Dxy3)with 1 + C −D 6= 0,
X14 = (x+ y, x
4 +Bx3y + Ey4)with 1−B + E 6= 0,
X15 = (x+ y, x
4 +Bx3y +Dxy3)with 1−B −D 6= 0,
X16 = (x+ y, x
4 +Bx3y + Cx2y2)with 1−B + C 6= 0,
X17 = (x+ y, xy
3 + Ey4)with − 1 + E 6= 0,
X18 = (x+ y, x
2y2 + Ey4)with 1 + E 6= 0,
X19 = (x+ y, x
2y2 +Dxy3)with 1−D 6= 0,
X20 = (x+ y, x
3y + Ey4)with − 1 + E 6= 0,
X21 = (x+ y, x
3y +Dxy3)with − 1−D 6= 0,
X22 = (x+ y, x
3y + Cx2y2)with − 1 + C 6= 0,
X23 = (x+ y, x
4 + Ey4)with 1 + E 6= 0,
X24 = (x+ y, x
4 +Dxy3)with 1−D 6= 0,
X25 = (x+ y, x
4 + Cx2y2)with 1 + C 6= 0,
X26 = (x+ y, x
4 +Bx3y)with 1−B 6= 0,
X27 = (x+ y, y
4),
X28 = (x+ y, xy
3),
X29 = (x+ y, x
2y2),
X30 = (x+ y, x
3y),
X31 = (x+ y, x
4),
X32 = (y, x
4 + x3y + Cx2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4),
X33 = (y, x
4 + x2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4),
X34 = (y, x
4 + x3y +Dxy3 + Ey4),
X35 = (y, x
4 + x3y + Cx2y2 + Ey4),
X36 = (y, x
4 + x3y + Cx2y2 +Dxy3),
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X37 = (y, x
4 + xy3 + Ey4),
X38 = (y, x
4 + x2y2 + Ey4),
X39 = (y, x
4 + x2y2 +Dxy3),
X40 = (y, x
4 + x3y + Ey4),
X41 = (y, x
4 + x3y +Dxy3),
X42 = (y, x
4 + x3y + Cx2y2),
X43 = (y, x
4 + y4),
X44 = (y, x
4 − y4),
X45 = (y, x
4 + xy3),
X46 = (y, x
4 + x2y2),
X47 = (y, x
4 − x2y2),
X48 = (y, x
4 + x3y),
X49 = (y, x
4),
X50 = (x, x
4 + x3y + Cx2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4),
X51 = (x, x
3y + x2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4),
X52 = (x, x
4 + x2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4),
X53 = (x, x
4 + x3y +Dxy3 + Ey4),
X54 = (x, x
4 + x3y + Cx2y2 + Ey4),
X55 = (x, x
2y2 + xy3 + Ey4),
X56 = (x, x
3y + xy3 + Ey4),
X57 = (x, x
3y + x2y2 + Ey4),
X58 = (x, x
4 + xy3 + Ey4),
X59 = (x, x
4 + x2y2 + Ey4),
X60 = (x, x
4 + x3y + Ey4),
X61 = (x, xy
3 + y4),
X62 = (x, x
2y2 + y4),
X63 = (x, x
2y2 − y4),
X64 = (x, x
3y + y4),
X65 = (x, x
4 + y4),
X66 = (x, x
4 − y4),
X67 = (x, y
4).
If in the expression of Xi appears some of the parameters B, C, D or E, these are
always non–zero.
Proof. Let x¯ = αx, y¯ = βy, t¯ = γt. Then X writes in the transformed variables
(ax¯/γ + αby¯/(βγ), βAx¯4/(α4γ) +Bx¯3y¯/(α3γ) +Cx¯2y¯2/(α2βγ) +Dx¯y¯3/(αβ2γ) +
Ey¯4/(β3γ)).
The 67 different normal forms appear when we consider the combination of the
three possibilities of a and b (ab 6= 0; a = 0 and b 6= 0; a 6= 0 and b = 0) with the
thirty one possibilities of A,B,C,D and E (ABCDE 6= 0, A = 0 and BCDE 6= 0,
B = 0 and ACDE 6= 0, C = 0 and ABDE 6= 0, D = 0 and ABCD 6= 0, E = 0
and ABCD 6= 0, A = B = 0 and CDE 6= 0, A = C = 0 and BDE 6= 0, A = D = 0
and BCE 6= 0, A = E = 0 and BCD 6= 0, B = C = 0 and ADE 6= 0, B = D = 0
and ACE 6= 0, B = E = 0 and ACD 6= 0, C = D = 0 and ABE 6= 0, C = E = 0
and ABC 6= 0, D = E = 0 and ABD 6= 0, A = B = C = 0 and DE 6= 0,
A = B = D = 0 and CE 6= 0, A = B = E = 0 and CD 6= 0, A = C = D = 0
and BE 6= 0, A = C = E = 0 and BD 6= 0, A = D = E = 0 and BC 6= 0,
B = C = D = 0 and AE 6= 0, B = C = E = 0 and AD 6= 0, B = D = E = 0
and AC 6= 0, C = D = E = 0 and AB 6= 0, A = B = C = D = 0 and
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E 6= 0, A = B = C = E = 0 and D 6= 0, A = B = D = E = 0 and C 6= 0,
A = C = D = E = 0 and B 6= 0, B = C = D = E = 0 and A 6= 0). In this way we
obtain 93 combinations. If we eliminate the cases where the singular points are not
isolated, we obtain a total of 67 normal forms, taking into account the duplication
due to the double sign.
If abA 6= 0 and bA > 0, then one can define α, β, γ as α = aβ/b, β3 = b4A/a5, γ =
a, in order to reduce the transformed coefficients as a/γ = 1, αb/(βγ) = 1 and
βA/(α4γ) = 1. Therefore the resulting vector field writes (x¯ + y¯, x¯3 + B¯x¯2y¯+
C¯x¯y2+D¯y¯3) with B¯ = aB/(bA), C¯ = a2C/(b2A), D¯ = a3D/(b3A), E¯ = a4D/(b4A).
Dropping the bars, we obtain the vector field X1. In a similar way one can prove
the 67 other cases.
In order to understand the minus sign inX44 with respect toX43, we remark that
α = βγ/b, β3 = b4A/γ5 and γ4 = b4A/E is a consequence of having taken E¯ = 1,
which happens in X44, meaning that AE > 0. If AE < 0, then γ
4 = −b4A/E,
leading toX45. A similar situation happens to the formsX46 andX47 corresponding
respectively to AC > 0 and AC < 0; to the forms X62 and X63, corresponding
respectively to CE > 0 and CE < 0; and to the forms X65 and X66, corresponding
respectively to AE > 0 and AE < 0. 
From Proposition 2 we see that the study of the semi–homogeneous vector fields
(ax+ by, Ax4 +Bx3y +Cx2y2 +Dxy3 +Ey4) has been reduced to the analysis of
semi–homogeneous vector fields depending at most of four parameters.
3. Preliminary definitions
In this section we introduce the basic definitions and notations that we will need
for the analysis of the local phase portraits of the finite and infinite singular points
of the semi-homogeneous vector fields given in Proposition 2.
We denote by Pn(R2) the set of polynomial vector fields on R2 of the form
X(x, y) = (P (x, y), Q(x, y)) where P and Q are real polynomials in the variables
x and y of degree at most n (with n ∈ N). As usual N denotes the set of positive
integers.
3.1. Singular points. A point q ∈ R2 is said to be a singular point of the vector
field X if P (q) = Q(q) = 0. We recall first some results which hold when P and Q
are analytic functions in a neighborhood of q.
If ∆ = Px(q)Qy(q)−Py(q)Qx(q) and T = Px(q)+Qy(q), then the singular point
q is said to be non–degenerate if ∆ 6= 0. Then q is an isolated singular point.
Moreover, q is a saddle if ∆ < 0, a node if T 2 ≥ 4∆ > 0 (stable if T < 0, unstable
if T > 0), a focus if 4∆ > T 2 > 0 (stable if T < 0, unstable if T > 0), and either a
weak focus or a center if T = 0 < ∆; for more details see [3] p. 183.
A singular point q is elementary if ∆ = 0 and T 6= 0, and q is isolated in the set of
all singular points. In the next proposition we summarize the results on elementary
singular points that we shall need in this paper. For a proof see Theorem 65 of [3].
Proposition 3. Let (0, 0) be an isolated point of the vector field (F (x, y), y +
G(x, y)), where F and G are analytic functions in a neighborhood of the origin
starting in quadratic terms in the variables x and y. Let y = g(x) be the solution of
the equation y +G(x, y) = 0 in a neighborhood of (0, 0). Assume that the develop-
ment of the function f(x) = F (x, g(x)) is of the form f(x) = µxm +HOT (Higher
Order Terms), where m ≥ 2 and α 6= 0. When m is odd then (0, 0) is either an
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unstable node or a saddle depending if µ > 0 or µ < 0 respectively. In the case of
the saddle the stable separatrices are tangent to the x–axis. If m is even, then (0, 0)
is a saddle-node, i.e. the singular point is formed by the union of two hyperbolic
sectors with one parabolic sector. The stable separatrix is tangent to the positive
(repectively negative) x–axis at (0, 0) according to µ < 0 (respectively µ > 0). The
two unstable separatrices are tangent to the y–axis at (0, 0).
When ∆ = T = 0 but the Jacobian matrix at q is not the zero matrix and
q is isolated in the set of all singular points, we say that q is nilpotent. Now we
summarize the results on nilpotent singular points that we shall need. For details
see [2].
Proposition 4. Let (0, 0) be an isolated singular point of the vector field (y +
F (x, y), G(x, y)), where F and G are analytic functions in a neighborhood of the
origin starting in quadratic terms in the variables x and y. Let y = f(x) be the
solution of the equation y+F (x, y) = 0 in a neighborhood of (0, 0). Assume that the
development of the function G(x, f(x)) is of the form G(x, f(x)) = Kxκ + HOT
and Φ(x) ≡ (∂F/∂x + ∂G/∂y)(x, f(x)) = Lxλ + HOT with K 6= 0, κ ≥ 2 and
λ ≥ 1. Then the following statements hold.
(1) If κ is even and
(1.a) κ > 2λ + 1, then the origin is a saddle–node. Moreover the saddle–
node has one separatrix tangent to the semi–axis x < 0, and the other
two separatrices tangent to the semi–axis x > 0.
(1.b) κ < 2λ + 1 or Φ ≡ 0, then the origin is a cusp, i.e. a singular point
formed by the union of two hyperbolic sectors. Moreover, the cusp has
two separatrices tangent to the positive x–axis.
(2) If κ is odd and K > 0, then the origin is a saddle. Moreover, the saddle has
two separatrices tangent to the semi–axis x < 0, and the other two tangent
to the semi–axis x > 0.
(3) If κ odd, K < 0 and
(3.a) λ even, κ = 2λ+1 and L2+4K(λ+1) ≥ 0, or λ even and κ > 2λ+1,
then the origin is a stable (unstable) node if L < 0 (L > 0), having all
the orbits tangent to the x–axis at (0, 0).
(3.b) λ odd, κ = 2λ+ 1 and L2 + 4K(λ+ 1) ≥ 0, or λ odd and κ > 2λ+ 1
then the origin is an elliptic–saddle, i.e. a singular point formed by
the union of one hyperbolic sector and one elliptic sector. Moreover,
one separatrix of the elliptic–saddle is tangent to the semi–axis x < 0,
and the other to the semi–axis x > 0.
(3.c) κ = 2λ+ 1 and L2 + 4K(λ+ 1) < 0, or κ < 2λ+ 1, then the origin is
a focus and if Φ(x) ≡ 0, then the origin is a center.
Finally if the Jacobian matrix at the singular point q is identically zero, and q is
isolated inside the set of all singular points, then we say that q is linearly zero. The
study of its local phase portrait needs a special treatment (directional blow-ups),
see for more details [5].
4. Poincare´ compactification
Let X ∈ Pn(R2) be any planar vector field of degree n. The Poincare´ compacti-
fied vector field p(X) corresponding to X is an analytic vector field induced on S2
as follows (see, for instance [12]). Let S2 = {y = (y1, y2, y3) ∈ R3 : y21+y22+y23 = 1}
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(the Poincare´ sphere) and TyS2 be the tangent space to S2 at point y. Consider
the central projection f : T(0,0,1)S2 → S2. This map defines two copies of X , one in
the northern hemisphere and the other in the southern hemisphere. Denote by X ′
the vector field Df ◦X defined on S2 except on its equator S1 = {y ∈ S2 : y3 = 0}.
Clearly S1 is identified to the infinity of R2. In order to extend X ′ to a vector field
on S2 (including S1) it is necessary that X satisfies suitable conditions. In the case
that X ∈ Pn(R2), p(X) is the only analytic extension of yn−13 X ′ to S2. On S2\S1
there are two symmetric copies of X , and knowing the behaviour of p(X) around
S1, we know the behaviour of X at infinity. The projection of the closed northern
hemisphere of S2 on y3 = 0 under (y1, y2, y3) 7−→ (y1, y2) is called the Poincare´
disc, and it is denoted by D2. The Poincare´ compactification has the property that
S1 is invariant under the flow of p(X).
In the rest of this paper we say that two polynomial vector fields X and Y on
R2 are topologically equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism on S2 preserving
the infinity S1 carrying orbits of the flow induced by p(X) into orbits of the flow
induced by p(Y ), preserving or reversing simultaneously the sense of all orbits.
As S2 is a differentiable manifold, for computing the expression for p(X), we can
consider the six local charts Ui = {y ∈ S2 : yi > 0}, and Vi = {y ∈ S2 : yi < 0}
where i = 1, 2, 3; and the diffeomorphisms Fi : Ui → R2 and Gi : Vi → R2 for
i = 1, 2, 3 are the inverses of the central projections from the planes tangent at
the points (1, 0, 0), (−1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0,−1, 0), (0, 0, 1) and (0, 0,−1) respectively.
If we denote by z = (z1, z2) the value of Fi(y) or Gi(y) for any i = 1, 2, 3 (so z
represents different things according to the local charts under consideration), then
some easy computations give for p(X) the following expressions:
zn2∆(z)
(
Q
(
1
z2
,
z1
z2
)
− z1P
(
1
z2
,
z1
z2
)
,−z2P
(
1
z2
,
z1
z2
))
in U1,(1)
zn2∆(z)
(
P
(
z1
z2
,
1
z2
)
− z1Q
(
z1
z2
,
1
z2
)
,−z2Q
(
z1
z2
,
1
z2
))
in U2,(2)
∆(z) (P (z1, z2), Q(z1, z2)) in U3,
where ∆(z) = (z21 + z
2
2 + 1)
− 12 (n−1). The expression for Vi is the same as that for
Ui except for a multiplicative factor (−1)n−1. In these coordinates for i = 1, 2,
z2 = 0 always denotes the points of S1. In what follows we omit the factor ∆(z) by
rescaling the vector field p(X). Thus we obtain a polynomial vector field in each
local chart.
5. Finite singular points
As P and Q are homogeneous polynomials, they only can intersect at the origin
or at a straight line through the origin. So the finite singular points of X = (P,Q)
are either the origin or a straight line through the origin. We do not consider in
this paper the second possibility. The next Proposition 5 will characterize the local
phase portrait at the origin of X.
Proposition 5. We denote by Xi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , 67, the vector fields of Proposi-
tion 2.
(a) The origin is an elementary saddle–node for Xi with i ∈ {1− 31, 50− 67}
(b) The origin is a cusp for Xi with i ∈ {32− 49}
Before proving Proposition 5 we need the following auxiliary lemmas.
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Lemma 6. Let X be any planar quartic vector field of the form (ax + by, Ax4 +
Bx3y+Cx2y2+Dxy3+Ey4), then the origin is elementary if a 6= 0, and is linearly
zero if a = 0.
Proof. At the origin the Jacobian matrix writes
(3)
(
a b
0 0
)
.
By inspection of (3) the lemma follows immediately. Note that since P must be
linear, the case a = b = 0 is not possible. 
Lemma 7. Consider the vector field (x+ by, Ax4+Bx3y+Cx2y2+Dxy3+Ey4),
then the local phase portrait around the origin is an elementary saddle–node with
two hyperbolic sectors having the two unstable separatrices tangent to the x-axis and
the stable one tangent to the half-straight line x + by = 0, with y < 0 (respectively
y > 0) when Ab4 −Bb3 + Cb2 −Db+ E > 0 (respectively < 0).
Proof. In order to apply Proposition 3 to our vector field at the origin, we need to
do the change of variables x1 = y, x2 = x+ by. Then the vector field becomes into
the form F (x1, x2), x2 +G(x1, x2)) where
F (x1, x2) = (Ab
4 −Bb3 + Cb2 −Db+ E)x41 − (4Ab3 − 3Bb2 + 2Cb−D)x31x2) +
(6Ab2 − 3Bb+ C)x21x22 − (4Ab−B)x1x32 +Ax42,
and
G(x1, x2) = b(Ab
4 −Bb3 + Cb2 −Db+ E)x41 − b(4Ab3 − 3Bb2 + 2Cb−D)x31x2) +
b(6Ab2 − 3Bb+ C)x21x22 − b(4Ab−B)x1x32 +Abx42.
Let x2 = g(x1) = b(Ab
4 − Bb3 + Cb2 − Db + E)x41 + HOT the solution of x2 +
G(x1, x2) = 0 in a neighborhood of (0, 0). Then f(x1) = F (x1, g(x1)) = (Ab
4 −
Bb3 + Cb2 −Db+ E)x21 +HOT. Hence, by Proposition 3, the lemma follows. 
Lemma 8. Consider the vector field (y,Ax4+Bx3y+Cx2y2+Dxy3+Ey4), then the
straight line x+by is formed by singular points when Ab4−Bb3+Cb2−Db+E = 0.
Proof. The vector field can easily be written as (x+by), (x+by)(Ax3+(B−Ab)x2y+
(Ab2 + C −Bb)xy2 + (Bb2 −Ab3 +D − Cb)y3) proving the lemma. 
Lemma 9. Consider the vector field (y,Ax4+Bx3y+Cx2y2+Dxy3+Ey4), then
the origin is a cusp having its two separatrices tangent to the positive x-axis.
Proof. We can apply Proposition 4 to the origin of our vector field (y+F (x, y), G(x, y)) =
(y, x4 + Bx3y + Cx2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4). Then y = f(x) = 0, G(x, 0) = x4 = Kxκ,
and (∂F/∂x+∂G/∂y)(x, 0) = Bx3 = Lxλ. Since κ = 4 is even and κ < 2λ+1 = 7,
from Proposition 4(1.b) it follows the lemma. 
The proof of Proposition 5 follows immediately of Lemmas 7 and 8
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6. Infinite singular points
The expressions (1) and (2) for the Poincare´ compactification p(X) of X =
(ax+ by, Ax4 +Bx3y + Cx2y2 +Dxy3 + Ey4) write as follows
(A+Bz1 + Cz
2
1 +Dz
3
1 + Ez
4
1 − z1z32(a+ bz1),−z42(a+ bz1)) in U1,(4)
(−Ez1 −Dz21 − Cz31 + bz32 −Bz41 + az1z32 −Az51 ,−Ez2 −Dz1z2 − Cz21z2
−Bz31z2 −Az41z2)) in U2,(5)
We remark that the singular points of p(X) are symmetric with respect to the
origin of the Poncare´ sphere. Therefore in order to study the infinite singular
points, we can restrict our analysis to the infinite singular points on the local
charts U1 and U2. However, from the definitions of the local charts the unique
infinite critical point which may belong to (U2
⋃
V2) \ (U1
⋃
V1) are the origins of
U2 and V2. So the infinite singular points of X are the points (z1, 0) of U1 such that
A+Bz1 + Cz
2
1 +Dz
3
1 + Ez
4
1 = 0, and the (0, 0) of U2.
In order to study the local behavior at infinite singular points, we shall need
their linear parts given by the Jacobian matrices which are of the form
(6)
(
B + 2Cz1 + 3Dz
2
1 + 4Ez
3
1 0
0 0
)
and
( −E 0
0 −E
)
at the points (z1, 0) ∈ U1 and (0, 0) ∈ U2 respectively.
6.1. The origin of the local chart U2 as infinite singular point. From (6) the
origin of the local chart U2 is non–degenerate if E 6= 0 and linearly zero if E = 0.
Proposition 10. We denote by Xi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , 67, the vector fields of Propo-
sition 2. The origin of the local chart U2 is
(a) a stable node if E > 0,
(b) an unstable node if E < 0,
(c) an elliptic–saddle if E = 0 and D 6= 0. If D > 0 (respectively D < 0) the
elliptic sector is on z2 > 0 (respectively z2 < 0), and the stable separatrix coincides
locally with the positive (respectively negative) z1–axis,
(d) a stable node if D=E=0 and C > 0,
(e) an unstable node if D=E=0 and C < 0,
(f) an elliptic–saddle if C = D = E = 0 and B 6= 0. If B > 0 (respectively B < 0)
the elliptic sector is on z2 > 0 (respectively z2 < 0), and the stable separatrix
coincides locally with the positive(respectively negative) z1–axis,
(g)a stable node if B = C = D = E = 0 and A > 0,
(h) an unstable node if B = C = D = E = 0 and A < 0.
Proof. If E 6= 0 from (6) the origin of U2 is a non–degenerated singular point.
Therefore from Section 3.1 statements (a) and (b) follow.
If we assume that E = 0 and ABCD 6= 0 we note that b = 1, otherwise b = 0
and the vector field X would have the straight line x = 0 formed by singular points.
Now the vector field (5) has a linearly zero singular point. Doing the directional
blow–up (z1, z2)→ (z1, z3) with z3 = z2/z1, the vector field (5) becomes
(−Dz21 − Cz31 −Bz41 + z31z33 + az41z33 −Az51 ,−z43z21 − az43z31),
and rescaling by the factor z1
(−D − Cz1 −Bz21 + z1z33 + az21z33 −Az31 ,−z43 − az43z1).
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Going back through the changes of variables we obtain statement (c).
If we assume that D = E = 0 and ABC 6= 0 then the directional blow–up
(z1, z2)→ (z1, z3) on the vector field (5) becomes
(−Cz31 −Bz41 + z31z33 + az41z33 −Az51 ,−z43z21 − az43z31),
and rescaling by the factor −Cz21
(z1 +
B
C
z21 −
1
C
z1z
3
3 −
a
C
z21z
3
3 +
A
C
z31 ,
1
C
z43 +
a
C
z43z1).
This vector field has only one singular point in z1 = 0, the origin. This point is
a saddle–node in according to Proposition 3. Going back through the changes of
variables we obtain statements (d) and (e).
If we assume that C = D = E = 0 and AB 6= 0 then the directional blow–up
(z1, z2)→ (z1, z3) on the vector field (5) becomes
(−Bz41 −Az51 + z31z33 + az41z33 ,−z43z21 − az43z31),
and rescaling by the factor z21
(7) (−Bz21 −Az31 + z1z33 + az21z33 ,−z43 − az43z1).
Now the vector field (7) has at the origin a linearly zero singular point. Doing the
directional blow–up (z1, z3)→ (z1, z4) with z4 = z3/z1, the vector field (7) becomes
(−Bz21 −Az31 + z41z34 + az51z34 , Bz1z4 + Az21z4 − 2z31z44 − 2az41z44)
and rescaling by the factor z1
(−Bz1 −Az21 + z31z34 + az41z34 , Bz4 +Az1z4 − 2z21z44 − 2az31z44),
which is a saddle. Going back through the changes of variables we obtain statement
(f).
Finally if we assume that B = C = D = E = 0 then the directional blow–up
(z1, z2)→ (z1, z3) on the vector field (5) becomes
(−Az51 + z31z33 + az41z33 ,−z43z21 − az43z31)
and rescaling by the factor z21
(8) (−Az31 + z1z33 + az21z33 ,−z43 − az43z1).
Now the vector field (8) has at the origin a linearly zero singular point. Doing the
directional blow–up (z1, z3)→ (z1, z4) with z4 = z3/z1, the vector field (8) becomes
(−Az31 + z41z34 + az51z34 , Az21z4 − 2z31z44 − 2az41z44)
and rescaling by the factor z21
(−Az1 + z21z34 + az31z34 , Az4 − 2z1z44 − 2az21z44),
which is a saddle. Going back through the changes of variables we obtain statements
(g) and (h). 
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6.2. The infinite singular points of the local chart U1. From (4) the infinite
singular points of the local chart U1 of X = (ax+by, Ax
4+Bx3y+Cx2y2+Dxy3+
Ey4) satisfy F (z1) = A+Bz1 + Cz
2
1 +Dz
3
1 + Ez
4
1 = 0. We define
ω = −3k4E2(C2(4CE −D2)(4AC −B2)− 9A2D2(3D2 − 16CE)−
128A2E2(C2 − 2AE)− 2ABCD(40CE − 9D2) + 2DB3(9CE − 2D2) +(9)
6AB2E(24CE −D2)− 3BE2(9B3 + 64DA2)) and
∆± = (D + Er±)((D + Er±)r± − 16Esl) + 16EB, (l = 1, 2, 3)(10)
where
k = 2/3E/(4ACE −AD2 −B2E),
r± = ±(8E2sl +D2 − 4CE)1/2/E,
s1 = u+ v,
s2 = (−u− v + 31/2(u− v)i)/2,
s3 = (−u− v − 31/2(u− v)i)/2,
u = (−q + ω1/2)1/3,
v = (−q − ω1/2)1/3,
q = k3(9ABCD(4EC −D2)− 30AB2E(6EC −D2) +
9A2(−4EC +D2)(−8EC + 3D2) +B3D(2D2 − 9EC) +
3BE2(9B3 + 32A2D)− 128A3E3)/2.
Proposition 11. If E 6= 0 then F has four simple real roots if ∆± > 0; two simple
real roots and one double real roots if ∆+ > 0 and ∆− = 0, (or alternatively ∆+ = 0
and ∆− > 0); one double real root if ∆+ < 0 and ∆− = 0, (or alternatively ∆+ = 0
and ∆− < 0); two simple real roots if ∆+ > 0 and ∆− < 0, (or alternatively
∆+ < 0 and ∆− > 0) and zero real roots if ∆± < 0,
Proof. F (z1) has the same roots as the two second order equations −2B + (D +
Er±)(r±z1 +2sl) + 2Er±z21 = 0, where sl is a real root of the third order equation
A(4CE − D2) − B2E + 2E(BD − 4AE)sl − 4CE2s2l + 8E3s3l = 0 (see for more
details [1]). Using this result the Proposition follows.

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